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St. Brendan’s  -  our life at the departure of one priest and the arrival  

What matters is the community founded in the 1960’s and not the priests who have served the community over the years. 

The community has sustained itself throughout these years within the leadership of many priests of differing strengths and 

weaknesses. 

Every parishioner can contribute to the spiritual health of the community by their very presence. If their presence is 

a contribution in its very self, their absence in its very self is a harm to the strength of the parish family. 

Priests will come and go. The focus of ministry must always be on the spiritual health of the parish community. 

Fr. Donal Neary, the Irish Jesuit priest, writing in this month’s Messenger Magazine [available every month at the Stall] 

says this about a parish: 

Jesus in his way of life gives us a clue of what the Church might be and a parish. The parish is a people of prayer 

and liturgy, who study and learn about faith, who look out for each other in the ordinary cares and difficulties of 

life, and who care for and help the poor in the locality and in the wider world through charitable donations.  

Jesus was a man of presence, prayer and of teaching. He cared for those who live on the margins of society 

through poverty, illness and social isolation. The Gospels present him as being with people, a man among men 

and women, attractive and selfless. 

A priest and parish do their best to create and celebrate liturgy  -  Mass, funerals [as this week in the case of 

Susan Laird] weddings [but only four weddings here in the course of three years], and other occasions such as 

celebrating the three Sacraments for many children in St. Brendan’s Primary School  -    that links to the lives of 

the people and enlivens their faith. Sadly, the non-engagement of many of their families in the period after each 

Sacrament in the last three years has indicated, at least externally, that their engagement with the priest and with      

St. Brendan’s parish has not enlivened their faith.  

The future of the Church and of St. Brendan’s, which makes the presence of the Church in Muirhouse, 

Flemington and Netherton, will depend in the next three years on the committed parishioners acting both 

individually and collectively. The fabric and interior furnishings of the church, the hall and the chapel-house  

has been restored   -  the priest can now address nourishing the faith and knowledge of the community free of 

any other commitment so as to build up the Sunday worshipping community as instructed by the bishop three 

years ago.   

Invitation and Challenge to everyone at the beginning of this new chapter in the life story of St. Brendan’s: 

Jesus loves people. You can’t turn a page in the Gospel without meeting someone experiencing a life changing 

encounter with him. In John’s Gospel, composed by the community of Christians at Ephesus and the last of the four 

gospels to be written at time between eighty and one hundred years after the death of Jesus, we meet people like you and 

me  -  writes Ian Galloway, leader of City Church in Newcastle and member of the staff of Cranmer Hall, Durham 

University in a book, Called to be Friends, Unlocking the heart of John’s Gospel, a book which he has dedicated to his 

wife, Heather, whose wisdom, depth of insight and devotion to Jesus are a constant inspiration to him and a continuous joy. 

God wants you to know him. You have been called to be a friend of Jesus. What does this mean? 

Friendship forms when I see you in action. Best friends come about when they hang out together.  

Friendship forms when I understand you. Friends need to hear one another’s story and we need to hear God’s story.  

Friendship forms when I experience you. Love is the shared experience of one another. Lovers share time together. 

Without friendship with God, I am tempted to believe that God is there to answer my prayers and bring me blessings. I am 

tempted to believe that the world revolves around me.  This view of life is built on the delusion that I can control God.  

Without friendship with God, the world revolves around my interests, my financial needs, my relationship needs,               

my ambitions, my fulfilment,  ME, MY and MINE.  

Jesus makes people think. Jesus offers life  -  but he also makes demands. Jesus lives in deep communion with God 

and he invites you to share in that relationship. That is the Invitation. What happens when relationship with God 

lived out through encounter with Jesus is not the foundation of your life?                                                                                     

In Christianity, Worship and Prayer are the means “by which our hearts connect deeply to God.”  Without 

relationship with God, prayer becomes a religious duty -  I must go to Mass and I find Mass boring so I won’t take 

my children - and worship becomes focused on process  -  that priest takes too long or is too fast when saying Mass.     

   

 

 

Our Pastoral Life in St. Brendan’s                                                                                                                 
What of the Parish now? Let us take guidance on this from last Sunday’s First Reading: the first letter of St. Paul 

to the Corinthians:   1 Corinthians 12:4-11 

The Spirit distributes gifts to different people just as he chooses 

There is a variety of gifts but always the same Spirit; there are all sorts of service to be done, but always to the same 

Lord; working in all sorts of different ways in different people, it is the same God who is working in all of them. 

The particular way in which the Spirit is given to each person is for a good purpose. One may have the gift of 

preaching with wisdom given him by the Spirit; another may have the gift of preaching instruction given him by the 

same Spirit; and another the gift of faith given by the same Spirit; another again the gift of healing, through this one 

Spirit; one, the power of miracles; another, prophecy; another the gift of recognising spirits; another the gift of 

tongues and another the ability to interpret them. All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, who distributes 

different gifts to different people just as he chooses. 

Fr. Hamilton will need support from many parishioners   -  some for the first time  -   to provide spiritual care.  

Will you support Fr. Hamilton?    Will you support Fr. Hamilton?    Will you support Fr. Hamilton?  

If you won’t support him who will support him and what might make someone else support him, if you don’t?  
 

Amalgamation or conjoining of parishes: the need to rationalize parishes will become ever more pressing when 

St. Brendan’s falls to be considered again on retaining or replacing the Parish Priest.  The outcome whenever this 

does take place, falls firmly on the parishioners of all ages and on each family. Please understand that it was 

considered by the bishop this month. How many parishioners would have regretted the removal of a resident 

priest? How many would have cared one way or the other? How many would feel that they could have 

participated more deeply in the spiritual, sacramental, pastoral and social life of the parish such as would have 

made the retention of a priest an imperative for the bishop, as in the Cathedral. 

 

In the model of the Synodal Church which both Pope Francis and Bishop Toal are promoting and which we 

have embraced in this parish with eight members, the reading from the Letter of St. Paul to the Corinthians, as 

printed above, gives the absolute solution for everyone to consider, so let us consider:                                                                                                                                                                                                      
The administration of the Parish from 28TH January onwards:  
The role of Sacristan: last Wednesday the Coffee Morning Mass community acknowledged on behalf of the parish 

family, the service of Anne Therese McKeen as Sacristan for just short of three years. Anne Therese had offered to 

help Henry as she could see that he was having difficulty carrying out the role of sacristan which he had held 

dutifully for thirty plus years. Led by Teresa Jordan, the Wednesday community on behalf of the whole parish 

made a presentation of flowers with a card and a financial gift to Anne Therese.                                                                    

All of us thank her now for her service in this ministry which ends today but Anne Therese will remain an 

active member of the parish family, part of the worshipping community which she loves .                                                                                                                            

If Fr. Hamilton is to personally take over the administration of those matters called collectively “Sacred Service” 

it is inevitable that the spiritual quality of the celebration of Mass for the community will suffer. Who will help? 

 

Parish Finance. The financial equation parish expenditure against parish income will radically change from First 

February  - for the reasons fully explained in the bulletin last week. Already the increase in energy bills for the 

church, the hall and the chapel house has impacted on the accounts at a time when the church and the hall are 

being heated for longer in order to preserve some level of warmth despite the need for increased ventilation. The 

Financial Statement for 2021 has been prepared and will be lodged this week with the Diocese. It balances with a 

credit of £55 in the Motherwell Branch of RBS and a further £600 with the Pastoral Investment Fund. A summary 

of the Statement will be available at all Masses next weekend for all parishioners to take home and consider.  

 

RCIA: Hope Sinclair has been asked to speak at all Masses this weekend of her imminent Conversion into the 

Catholic Church. She has immersed herself in preparing to enter the Church through the Sacrament of 

Confirmation and Eucharist at this year’s Easter Vigil. Fr. Donal Dorr, prominent Irish theologian and author, says 

this of Confirmation: when adults come to be Baptised or Confirmed it is important to ensure that they begin 

their Christian life with a full involvement in living out their faith. Confirmation is a gift from God, an infusion 

of Grace into our hearts and minds. Whenever Confirmation takes place, it should have some of the features of 

a conversion. Conversion is a transformation which takes place in the heart even more than in the head.   

 
Mass for married couples, particularly those who married last year or celebrated special anniversaries, in the 
Cathedral this Thursday. Perhaps couples who are not married but who live as one family as if they were 
married, will feel able to attend with their children. 
 
 

 



PRAYER INTENTION REQUESTS FROM PARISHIONERS:                                                                                                                                       

those who have died recently: Susan Laird [funeral on 26th]; Anne McIntyre. 

those whose Month Mind or Anniversary occur about now: Gerry Lynch. 

OUR COMMUNITY. 

Celebration of Mass: the Spiritan Fathers will complete this Friday the commitment to the parish which they 

gave to Fr. Ness to celebrate Mass daily in the parish until 28th January. We owe them a debt of gratitude. Fr. Jude 

as Administrator went to great lengths to adjust their diary of existing supply commitments in order to meet our needs. 

We reflect our gratitude not only by the Stipend which we pay to their Bursar from Parish funds but also by praying for 

the priest at Carfin, that they will be guided always by the Holy Spirit in their personal and communal ministry. We 

thank Terry McCann and Richard Douglas for co-ordinating the travel arrangements for the priests this month.         

Wednesday Morning: the Coffee Morning after Mass has resumed. “Thank you” to the ladies who will continue to 

provide hospitality into 2022. The optimum of this pastoral ministry by the ladies to the parish was experienced when 

it immediately followed Mass celebrated in the hall, not in the church. Parishioners and others came to experience the 

Eucharistic element in Mass and to carry that closeness to Jesus and to one another into the hospitality that followed.    

St. Margaret’s Children and Family Care Society: sincere thanks for the generosity which has ben shown in the 

weeks that followed Christmas week when the total donated to the Society at the Crib was £148.15. Significant further 

donations have been made and the total sent to the Society this coming week will be shown here next weekend. 

 

Our children in St. Brendan’s: the insert with the bulletin is for the children to enjoy. It comes from the monthly 

magazine of the Kiltegan Missionary Fathers under the title AFRICA. Children and families with young and teenage 

children have been the focus of priestly ministry for three years to build up here the Sunday Worshipping Community.   

 

Priestly Ministry to the St. Brendan’s Parish family and to the community in St. Brendan’s Primary School.  

Priest writing to Chairperson of the Parent Council and the Head Teacher last Monday:  

I have been very happy from the beginning in living out to the fullest my relationship with you, Maura, with all the 

teachers and the staff of the School, with the children there - in short with the whole community caught up in the 

phrase St. Brendan's Primary School. I attended the meeting in the last week of January 2018 which had been called to 

prepare for the three Sacraments, although I wasn't to take up the appointment as priest in the Parish until 2nd February. 

From that date forward I have been very much at ease with all that we have planned and implemented together. May 

the Holy Spirit continue to guide the School community to announce the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the families 

served by the School because unless we all become like little children, we cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven. 

 

I have spoken with Donna and with Martin in depth about the Car Park and Martin produced a perfect synopsis of this 

for those parents who will not have followed the same themes explored and explained in the Parish bulletins.  

 

Jesus did not try to measure the success of his ministry to the people of Israel, and I don't attempt to measure the 

outcome of my ministry to the people of Muirhouse. I rely on the dictum of Mother Teresa that the task of those who 

work in the Vineyard of the Lord is to try to be faithful, not to aim to be successful. My regret after three years of 

priestly ministry in the part of the Vineyard of the Lord that is located in Muirhouse, is that I have not led the 

community as a whole, into a deeper and enduring sense of encounter with Jesus Christ. That personal sense of 

encounter has been the source of the energy and the singular motivation for my ministry here. 

 

I will meet with Fr. Hamilton later this week and I will ask and encourage him to apply as much time and energy as he 

can to establishing and maintaining a very close relationship and level of engagement with the School community. I 

will be able to assure him that this will be your intention in your relationship with him. 

  

        

 

    

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The Third Sunday in Ordinary Time. 

Twenty-third January 2022. 

Liturgies for this week: 

Mass at 9.30AM from Monday through to Friday.  And this special Note: 

Wednesday morning: Requiem Mass at 9.30AM for Susan Laird who died aged 103 years. 

Saturday: 9.30AM [Votive Mass of Our Lady celebrated for the guidance of the Parish in 

the Way, the Truth and the Life -  Jesus her Son] 

Vigil Mass of Sunday at 5pm. 

Sunday: Mass at 10.30AM and at 4.30pm. 

[Mass on Sunday at both 10.30AM and 4.30PM is streamed live on our Facebook page.] 

The parish’s Facebook page and Twitter feed show any changes to the schedule. 

                                                                                      

http://www.facebook.com/saintbrenrc


Our Stewards 

The last word on the Protocols we have lived with since March 2020.  

Latest ScotGov Covid Statement - issued by the Diocese to every parish co-ordinator. 

 In response to the First Minister’s latest statement, please note the following: 

 

As from Monday 24th January 2022 the one metre distance restriction between people in 

indoor settings will be removed as is the rule on limited capacities in churches. 

 

For those parishes who have social clubs, tearooms, cafe’s, etc, table service will no longer 

be required. 

 

Indoor sports are permitted once more in halls. 

 

Face coverings are still mandatory and hand sanitising both on entry and exit is to be 

encouraged at all times.  

 

The taking of contact details for regular mass attendees is no longer required. However, 

visitors should be directed to check in using the ‘Test & Protect’ QR code. 

 

Finally, although still important the cleaning and sanitising of churches can go back a regular 

weekly basis.  

The emphasis going forward is to ensure that parishes have good ventilation wherever 

possible. 

 

Our future practice after consultation among the stewards. 

Masks - No change: 

Masks are still mandatory unless medically exempt or under 12 years of age  

 

Hand Sanitising: 

No change, encourage on entry and exit. 

 

Social Distancing: 

We can remove the tapes from the pews on Monday (do we keep the side area socially 

distanced those who feel uncomfortable with no social distancing?)  

 

Cleaning: we will continue fogging after every service for a little while yet. 

 

Track and trace: complying with new guidance, only taking note of visitors / non regular 

attenders at Mass. 

 

Let us ease the workload for the stewards who have served us so well.  

 

THANK YOU  -   all the stewards who have served us with 

great commitment during the last two years. 




